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Garden by the sea st john vi

It's not just our leaves that are green. Garden by the Sea installed more than 70 solar panels on the roof for power and hot water. Any surplus energy generated and unused is transferred back to the island's utilities. We also catch rainwater from the roof, store it in a tanker underground, use a three-stage ultraviolet purification system and use it for bathing
and drinking. These are just a few of the things we do to make sure we maintain and maintain our lush and beautiful environment. We are also a certified wildlife habitat located on the highway... another reason why we try to be as environmentally conscious as possible! Expired A unique business opportunity offering a profitable business and a place to live!
They live in a spacious apartment of the owner, renting 3 production units of income from a / c. Selected rare find in September'10 Caribbean Travel&amp;Life Magazine! Solar Powered B&amp;amp; B with 70 solar panels to balance your monthly electricity bill. Garden By The Sea€ is a quaint &amp; friendly Caribbean house w/ West Indian gingerbread
architecture, vibrant colors, &amp; island-style furniture. See Trip Advisor customer reviews with a 95% positive rating. Constant improvements ™ the seller's business make it an attractive business opportunity. Further improvements include a new wastewater treatment plant, tiled floors &amp; improved gutters for more efficient water capture. The
development of zones allows for further expansion. The information displayed on this website for listings other than those of the website owner is displayed with the consent of the BOARD OF ST. JOHN BOARD OF REALTORS Multiple Listing Service (MLS). Real Estate Auctions held by brokerage companies other than the owner of this site are marked with
the Broker Reciprocity logo. This website may not display the entire active ST. JOHN BOARD OF REALTORS MLS database, as some MLS participants may not agree to view their listings. The information comes from sources considered reliable, but is not guaranteed. Potential buyers should independently verify the information. The materials contained on
this website may not be reproduced without the express consent of the owner of this site. Price: 1,495,000 Address: 203 Contant/EnighedCity:St JohnState:VIZip Code:00830MLS:13-89Square Feet:St JohnState:VIZip Code:00830MLS:13-89Square Feet:203 3600Sads: 5Bathrooms: 5 Seasonal prices $195-$280 Per night The air-conditioned garden room
has large windows overlooking the garden, high beams, romantic size queen four bed by canopy and own bathroom equipped with hairdryer, comfortable bathrobes and a shower in the open-air tropical garden overlooking the rising sun. The Garden Room is also the only with private seating area. All guests receive a well-deserved welcome drink upon
arrival and included in the price of each day of stay are: FULL breakfast, homemade from scratch every day, on a shaded veranda surrounded by local Genip, Genip, and various palm trees. Enjoy fresh ground coffee, tea, juice, fresh fruit a day along with our famous Benedict eggs, French Pina Colada toast with Bananas Foster sauce, potato quiche and
more! Beach chairs, beach towels, blankets and coolers to improve and make your holiday easier. Guests have access to a shared kitchen with microwave, fridge and blender. Terrace room seasonal price $ 195- $ 280 Per night Air-conditioned terrace room offers privacy is the only room on the second floor with a fabulous view of the turquoise waters of
Frank Bay and beyond to the island of St. Thomas. This bright and spacious room features a private veranda, cathedral ceilings and double sliding French doors, and features a private bathtub equipped with a hairdryer and comfortable bathrobes. All guests receive a well-deserved welcome drink upon arrival, including every day of their stay: a full breakfast,
homemade from scratch every day, on a shaded veranda surrounded by local Genip, banana and various palm trees. Enjoy fresh ground coffee, tea, juice, fresh fruit a day along with our famous Benedict eggs, French Pina Colada toast with Bananas Foster sauce, potato quiche and more! Beach chairs, beach towels, blankets and coolers to improve and
make your holiday easier. Guests have access to a shared kitchen with microwave, fridge and blender. Wild Ginger Room Seasonal prices $175-$260 Per night The air-conditioned Wild Ginger Room has a romantic canopy queen size four bed after, mosaic floor tiles and its own bathroom equipped with a hairdryer, comfortable bathrobes and an outdoor
tropical garden shower overlooking the rising sun. All guests receive a well-deserved welcome drink upon arrival, including every day of their stay: FULL breakfast, homemade from scratch every day, on a shaded veranda surrounded by local Genip, bananas and various palm trees. Enjoy fresh ground coffee, tea, juice, fresh fruit a day along with our famous
Benedict eggs, French Pina Colada toast with Bananas Foster sauce, potato quiche and more! Beach chairs, beach towels, blankets and coolers to improve and make your holiday easier. Guests have access to a shared kitchen with microwave, fridge, blender and all. Sign in with your username: Not a member? Register now or log in on social media: Do
you love travelling? Get free email communication from Fodor's Travel, including travel essentials, expert travel planning tips, and travel inspiration to fuel your passion. How we use your email address Fodor's may use your email address to send you relevant information about website updates, account changes and offers. More privacy and protection,
please see our full Privacy Policy. Book hotels at about Rating system overlooking the blue Caribbean, this colorful and quaint three-suite B&amp;amp; B is just a 10-minute walk from Cruz Bay. Classic West Indian cottage, made in shades of green and lavender, with a veranda shaded by genip trees and palm leaves. Both the garden suite and the wild
ginger room have great showers in the open-air tropical garden, with shower walls made of native stone. Upstairs there is a room overlooking the terrace and offers sea views and a private veranda. (White-sand Frank Bay is a minute's walk from B&amp;A; B.) You can also rent Rendezvous by the Sea villa ★, a charming three-bedroom villa overlooking the
Caribbean (winter $4,950-$5,350; summer $2,900-$3,900). Guests staying in the drive can only be accommodated by adults 18 years and older. Book hotels Note: This information was accurate when it was published, but is subject to change without notice. Before planning a trip, you need to confirm all prices and details directly in the companies in question.
See our full list of hotels in St. John, USVI Get Inspired for Your Next Vacation Skip to Content Charming tree-house like bed-and-breakfast with hospitable owners throughout (con for some) See More Pros Completely closed in September Not on the beach (common to hotels in St. John) No poolGuests are asked to watch water and electricity consumption
(pro for eco-conscious travelers) See more cons This property was hit by Hurricane Irma in September 2017. We will update our review as we have more information. This small bed and breakfast in the middle of the class, famous for its tropical breakfasts, is located near the center of Cruz Bay. Since it has only three rooms, owners John and Nancy are able
to offer a personal, attentive service to all guests and serve some of the most delicious breakfasts on the island. Each room is individually decorated, but each room is decorated in a cosy style with mosaics, mosquito nets and outdoor showers. In addition to the free breakfast, guests of the Garden by the Sea can use the beach loungers, towels, refrigerators
and snorkeling equipment free of charge. There is no swimming pool or beach, not uncommon for small hotels in St. John. Guests are kindly requested to save water and electricity during their stay, which may not appeal to everyone Those looking for similar, cheaper accommodation should check out nearby Treetops. See more Bottom Line Rises over lush
gardens, Garden by the Sea B&amp;amp; B feels like a treehouse in the tropics. Mint green house with purple and white finish, Garden by the Sea has a whimsical character. Upon arrival, guests are on the veranda by the owners of the hotel Nancy and John, or managers Mickey and Frank - depending on the season. The veranda serves as a lobby,
breakfast room and bird reserve, and guests can relax throughout the day. Right next to the veranda there is a shared living space of the hotel. Decorated with mosaic floors, a different color on each wall and dozens of photographs, works of art and tchotchkes on every available surface, it's total kitsch that somehow works. The shared space includes a small
seating area with wicker furniture and plenty of St. John guides, as well as a kitchen where guests can store cold drinks or prepare snacks and simple meals. Guests of Garden by the Sea are almost exclusively couples - from newlyweds to pensioners. Most of them are Americans, but each year sees smattering European visitors as well. It should be noted
that Nancy and John keep their little dog, Winnie, on the property. See more Scene Though it's not quite in the heart of downtown Cruz Bay, Garden by the Sea is still a 10- to 15-minute walk to all the shops, bars and restaurants. Walking time and distance is greatly reduced thanks to the small intersection path, which allows guests to pass through private
property. This route is really suitable only for people in decent physical condition, because the walk is quite hilly. Not suitable for people with luggage. Frank Bay, a small rocky beach, is about a 2-minute walk away. All beaches in the national park can be reached by taxi or rental car. See more Location Pièce de résistance of Garden by the Sea to its rooms.
These perfectly decorated spaces are both cozy and exotic. The Garden by the Sea has three rooms: Garden Suite, Wild Ginger Room and Room with terrace views. Garden Suite is the largest of the three rooms and the only one with a separate bedroom and living area. The living room features periwinants and limestone walls lined with green wood with a
daybed, which acts as a sofa and trundle. Turtle sculptures, mermaid smelters and wide roundabout beach hats adorn the walls, while sliding glass doors lead to a shared veranda. The bedroom is another colorful affair, with a canopy canopied bed and purple, green and turquoise walls. Canopy mosquito nets, distressed furniture and white wooden beams
add atmosphere to the island. The bathroom in the garden suite is a very master bathroom for many guests. Tiled floors lead to a wardrobe, toilet and sink, which are covered with a conventional ceiling. But get off the tile, and you're surrounded by a garden with lush tropical plants, glass gongs and a screen ceiling. In the corner there is a small blue platform
with tiles, which serves as a shower floor. Wild Ginger Room is similar garden apartment, but there is no extra living room. Tthe Tthe In wild ginger room - a masterpiece of mosaics themed with marine life - is undoubtedly one of its coolest features. There is also a large wooden armoire, two cushioned chairs and the same beach artwork that can be found
throughout the B&amp;A; B. Like the Garden Suite, Wild Ginger has an amazing bathroom in a semi-outdoor building. Overlooking the terrace, this room is one of the most popular in Garden by the Sea. The only room is located above the main level, the balcony offers a wonderful view of Frank Bay. The terrace view is also the only room with a king-size
mattress and vaulted cathedral ceiling, but it lacks a four-poster bed and a semi-outdoor bathroom that has other rooms. See more rooms Although the Garden by the Sea does not have the conventional amenities of a large hotel, it offers a lot of nice giveaways. Garden by the Sea serves a delicious breakfast every morning, which is probably one of the best
in St John. Although only one dish is usually served, the hosts are happy to meet different dietary needs or restrictions. Guests can enjoy Benedict Florentine eggs, freshly compote berry pancakes and French piña colada toast, coffee dishes and freshly prepared fruit cocktails. Since there is no swimming pool, after breakfast guests usually catch sun beds,
towels, coolers and snorkeling equipment and go on a tour of the island. In the garden by the sea there is a small shared kitchen with a full-size fridge and plenty of dishes, mugs and utensils. Guests who cannot prepare full meals in the kitchen can prepare snacks and refrigerate cold products. Garden by the Sea offers free parking and free Wi-Fi. Like many
small hotels on St. John, Garden by the Sea encourages eco-friendly practices. It is powered by 70 solar panels and has its own water filtration system, but since water and electricity are valuable resources on the island, the hotel asks guests to be aware of their consumption. Garden by the Sea does not offer daily service to reduce the laundry load, but
guests can request a change of bed linen if needed. Other practices such as managing flushing toilets, taking shorter showers, and disabling AC while not in the room are also recommended. See more features sitting above lush gardens, Garden by the Sea B&amp;amp; B feels like a treehouse in the tropics. Mint green house with purple and white finish,
Garden by the Sea has a whimsical character. Upon arrival, guests are greeted on the veranda by hotel owners Nancy and John or managers Mickey and Frank , depending on the season. The veranda serves as a lobby at the same time, breakfast and bird reserve, and guests can relax all day. Right next to the veranda there is a shared living space of the
hotel. Decorated Decorated Mosaic floors lined with mosaic, a different color on each wall and dozens of photographs, works of art and tchotchkes on every available surface, is a total kitsch that somehow works. The shared space includes a small seating area with wicker furniture and plenty of St. John guides, as well as a kitchen where guests can store
cold drinks or prepare snacks and simple meals. Guests of Garden by the Sea are almost exclusively couples - from newlyweds to pensioners. Most of them are Americans, but each year sees smattering European visitors as well. It should be noted that Nancy and John keep their little dog, Winnie, on the property. See more Scene Though it's not quite in
the heart of downtown Cruz Bay, Garden by the Sea is still a 10- to 15-minute walk to all the shops, bars and restaurants. Walking time and distance is greatly reduced thanks to the small intersection path, which allows guests to pass through private property. This route is really suitable only for people in decent physical condition, because the walk is quite
hilly. Not suitable for people with luggage. Frank Bay, a small rocky beach, is about a 2-minute walk away. All beaches in the national park can be reached by taxi or rental car. See more Location Pièce de résistance of Garden by the Sea to its rooms. These perfectly decorated spaces are both cozy and exotic. The Garden by the Sea has three rooms:
Garden Suite, Wild Ginger Room and Room with terrace views. Garden Suite is the largest of the three rooms and the only one with a separate bedroom and living area. The living room features periwinants and limestone walls lined with green wood with a daybed, which acts as a sofa and trundle. Turtle sculptures, mermaid smelters and wide roundabout
beach hats adorn the walls, while sliding glass doors lead to a shared veranda. The bedroom is another colorful affair, with a canopy canopied bed and purple, green and turquoise walls. Canopy mosquito nets, distressed furniture and white wooden beams add atmosphere to the island. The bathroom in the garden suite is a very master bathroom for many
guests. Tiled floors lead to a wardrobe, toilet and sink, which are covered with a conventional ceiling. But get off the tile, and you're surrounded by a garden with lush tropical plants, glass gongs and a screen ceiling. In the corner there is a small blue platform with tiles, which serves as a shower floor. Wild Ginger Room is similar to a garden apartment, but
there is no extra living room. The floor in the Wild Ginger Room - a masterpiece of mosaics themed with the theme of marine life - is undoubtedly one of the coolest features. There is also a large wooden armoire, two cushioned chairs and the same beach artwork that you can find in &amp;B&amp; B. Like the Garden Suite, Wild Ginger has an amazing
bathroom in a semi-outdoor building. Room overlooking the terrace terrace one of the most popular in Garden by the Sea. The only room is located above the main level, the balcony offers a wonderful view of Frank Bay. The terrace view is also the only room with a king-size mattress and vaulted cathedral ceiling, but it lacks a four-poster bed and a semi-
outdoor bathroom that has other rooms. See more rooms Although the Garden by the Sea does not have the conventional amenities of a large hotel, it offers a lot of nice giveaways. Garden by the Sea serves a delicious breakfast every morning, which is probably one of the best in St John. Although only one dish is usually served, the hosts are happy to
meet different dietary needs or restrictions. Guests can enjoy Benedict Florentine eggs, freshly compote berry pancakes and French piña colada toast, coffee dishes and freshly prepared fruit cocktails. Since there is no swimming pool, after breakfast guests usually catch sun beds, towels, coolers and snorkeling equipment and go on a tour of the island. In
the garden by the sea there is a small shared kitchen with a full-size fridge and plenty of dishes, mugs and utensils. Guests who cannot prepare full meals in the kitchen can prepare snacks and refrigerate cold products. Garden by the Sea offers free parking and free Wi-Fi.   Like many small hotels on St. John, Garden by the Sea encourages eco-friendly
practices. It is powered by 70 solar panels and has its own water filtration system, but since water and electricity are valuable resources on the island, the hotel asks guests to be aware of their consumption. Garden by the Sea does not offer daily service to reduce the laundry load, but guests can request a change of bed linen if needed. Other practices such
as managing flushing toilets, taking shorter showers, and disabling AC while not in the room are also recommended.      See more Disclaimer: This content was accurate when you viewed the hotel. Please check our partner sites at the time of booking to see if your details are still correct. Correct.
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